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S

ince well before John Harrison’s development of his marine chronometer in
the 18th century, precise time has played
an important role in the development of
navigation.
Of course, those early efforts used the time
difference from a prime meridian as a way
of measuring longitude. Satellite navigation,
however, requires knowledge of the precise
time offset between satellite clocks and receivers in order to calculate the distances between
the two, using elapsed time multiplied by the
speed of light.
In 1964, Roger Easton, the former head
of the U.S. Naval Research Lab (NRL) Space
Applications Branch, Space Systems Division,
conceived the notion of using satellite-borne
precise clocks for passive ranging.
His research suggested that accurate,
reliable, and instantaneous satellite navigation could be achieved with passive ranging,
circular orbits, and a constellation of spaceborne high-precision clocks synchronized to
a master clock, which are in fact the primary
features of modern GPS.
Easton received The Institute of Navigation Thomas L. Thurlow award in 1978 for
his work and last year, the National Medal of
Technology from President George Bush. In
the course of Easton’s career, atomic clocks
came to be the leading technology of precise
timing.
Earlier this year at the ION’s Annual Meeting, a presentation by three timing experts
— Leo A. Mallette, of The Boeing Company,

Among 325 Technical Papers,
Europe’s Galileo a Strong
Theme

J

oin nearly 2,000 of your fellow ION
members and GNSS experts from more
than 40 countries at the Fort Worth, Texas
Convention Center this fall for the world’s
largest GNSS technical meeting and technology showcase.
The annual technical meeting of the
ION Satellite Division takes place September
25 through 28. It features more than 325
papers, 100 exhibitors, and events focusing on GNSS —This year, 20 percent of
the papers cover Europe’s emerging Galileo
system.
The ION will welcome speakers, attendees, and exhibitors to this 20th anniversary
of the ION’s satellite division for the plenary
session on Tuesday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
the convention center ballroom. The theme
is “Where have we been … and where are
we going?”
A plenary session panel discussion features the officer in charge of all U.S. Air Force
GNSS 2007, continued on page 18
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Pascal Rochat, CEO/CTO of Temex Neuchâtel Time, and NRL physicist Joseph White
— traced the history of the use of atomic
frequency standards (AFSs) in satellite-based
navigation systems.
In 1961, according to the authors’
research, Space Technology Laboratories
launched three rubidium frequency standards
on Atlas rockets to demonstrate the feasibility of missile guidance using AFSs. However,
in the 1960s, the first satellite navigation
system — the U.S. Navy’s Navigation Satellite
System better known as TRANSIT — carried
on-board quartz crystal oscillators (XOs) for
stable and precise frequency generation.
In 1964 the Navy started the TIMATION
Satnav Time, continued on p. 19
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From the ION President
John Lavrakas

The ION and The
International Scene

D

id you know that more than one-third
of our ION GNSS conference attendees
and nearly 40 percent of our presenters and
co-chairs come from outside the United
States? Now and in the past, we have had
a strong international presence. Building
and sustaining that presence is one of the
strategic goals we have set forth for building
public awareness of the ION.
This is an initiative dear to my heart.
We have been expanding our international reach in a number of ways. Last
October, then-president Jim Doherty and
ION technical director Carl Andren attended
the International Association of Institutes of
Navigation (IAIN) conference in Jeju, South
Korea.
We have signed memorandums of agreement with sister organizations, including
the International Federation of Surveyors
(FIG) and the International Association of
Geodesy (IAG). These initiatives were headed
up by Dr. Dorota Brzezinska, who leads our
activities with other professional societies.
Hands Across the Waters
During my term as executive vice president,
I proposed the idea of co-sponsoring meetings with other institutes of navigation. As
we explored the idea, it began to open doors
to new possibilities.
This March, for example, Jim Doherty
and I attended the Munich Navigation
Summit, an international conference led
by Günter Hein, head of the Geodesy and
Navigation Institute at the military research
university in that city. The summit is held
in cooperation with the Bavarian Ministry of
Economics, Infrastructure, Transport, and
Technology. This year’s meeting — the fifth
annual event — drew 440 attendees from
28 countries.
The Munich summit differs from our
GNSS conference in that it deals more with

economic, political, and program — rather
than technical — issues. Most of the focus
this year was on Galileo, but the conference
also included status information on GPS,
GLONASS, and India’s Regional Navigation
Satellite System. Like the ION, this conference has been supportive of students and
research.
In May, Carl Andren, Jim Doherty, and I
represented the ION at TimeNav ’07, a joint
conference in Geneva hosted by the Swiss
Institute of Navigation. At the event, the
European Union Group of Institutes of Navigation (EUGIN) held their annual European
Navigation Conference (ENC) in conjunction with a timing symposium organized
by the European Forum for Timing and
Frequency and the IEEE Frequency Control
Symposium. One thousand navigation and
timing specialists attended, most of them
from Europe, but also from all of the Americas, Asia, and Australia.
The annual ENC gathering provides a
strong technical program similar to the ION
meetings. This year’s meeting had numerous papers on Galileo, GPS, and GLONASS.
We were happy to hear of a new feature, the
addition of student awards.
Next year’s conference will be held April
21–25, 2008, in Toulouse, France. Again, it
will be held jointly with the timing conference
as well as a European Space Symposium.
Originally we had looked at co-sponsorship of sessions with the ENC, but due to
problems in logistics, this idea has been
deferred until later. Nonetheless, we are continuing to investigate a closer relationship
with the European Navigation Conference,
and we’ve begun by swapping booth space.
The French Institute of Navigation will have
a presence at the ION GNSS 2007 meeting in
Fort Worth in September, and the ION will
sponsor a booth at the ENC in Toulouse next
spring.
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The Purpose of The ION®

The Institute of Navigation, founded in 1945,
is a nonprofit professional society dedicated
to the advancement of the art and science
of navigation. It serves a diverse community including those interested in air,
space, marine, land navigation and position
determination. Although basically a national
organization, its membership is worldwide,
and it is affiliated with the International
Association of Institutes of Navigation.
2007–08 National Executive Committee
President: John Lavrakas
Executive Vice President:
Dr. Chris Hegarty
Treasurer: John Clark
Eastern Region Vice President:
Dr. Mikel Miller
Western Region Vice President:
Thomas Stansell
Satellite Division Chair:
Dr. A.J. Van Dierendonck
Immediate Past President:
James Doherty

How to Reach The ION®

Telephone: 703-383-9688
Facsimile: 703-383-9689
Web site: http://www.ion.org
E-mail: membership@ion.org

The ION® National Office

3975 University Drive, Suite 390
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

The ION® National Office Staff

Director of Operations: Lisa Beaty
Technical Director: Carl Andren
Assistant to the Technical Director:
Miriam Lewis
Graphic Designer: Paula Danko
Information Systems: Rick Buongiovanni
Membership: Allison Nicholls
Newsletter Editor: Glen Gibbons

GNSS Among the Nations
Another development in the international arena is the formation of the United
Nations–fostered International Committee
on GNSS (ICG). While the ION is not a
member in this body, many of our individual members have been involved in it, and
the International Association of Institutes of
Navigation holds an observer status.
During the Munich Summit, I met with
the State Department’s Ralph Braibanti,
director of the Office of Space and Advanced
Technology. He asked if the ION could
become more involved in the ICG and
identified several areas that needed GNSS

President, continued on page 18
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Can You Position Me Now?

Navigation Technology Brings Virtual And
Physical Worlds Together
L

ocation Based Gaming or LBG, now
expanding from its experimental origins
just a few years ago, interweaves a player’s
everyday experience of their physical location with the playful – or scary or thrilling
– experience of a computer game.
LBG applications typically incorporates
various positioning and communication
technologies, including GPS, motion tracking, large-scale video projection, Bluetooth,
and the Internet.
This has developed well beyond geocaching – a fine-tuning of traditional games.
In 2004, PacManhattan took New York
by storm when a group of graduate students
at New York University’s Interactive Telecommunications program recreated the Urvideo game, Pac-Man, as a location-based
experience. They used Washington Square
Park as the “grid.” Players in the roles of
Pac-Man and the ghosts chased him using
cell phones, WiFi connections, and custom
software to communicate with a centralized
“control room.”
Game administrators identified the
players’ locations, uploaded them to the
Internet, and sent back advice. The difficulty
of the game could be varied by limiting
how much information each player received
about the positions of the others.
Beyond E911
Since then, the U.S. Federal
Communications Commission’s E911 mandate (to provide automatic location identification information available with emergency calls from mobile phones) led to mass
adoption of GPS-enabled phones by most
carriers. Later, Sony added GPS functionality
to its gaming console, PSP. Nintendo, Xbox,
Gizmondo and others followed suit.
Now gaming software developers are
expected to come up with games that blur
the edges between real and virtual worlds.

Of course, enabling global positioning technology
will also create demand
for integrating standard
navigation features and
geo-tagging in gaming
devices.
In effect, LBG involves
playing a game using
technology that combines
the player’s real world
with the virtual world
on the handset’s video
screen. Physical location becomes part of the
game board, allowing the
player to interact with the
local environment.
As players move through the real world
with handheld or wearable interfaces, sensors capture and communicate information
about the players’ environment. The game
software uses that information to deliver an
experience that changes according to the
players’ actions and location. Players can
collaborate passing information onto others
either in the streets or online.

Can You See Me Now?

Can You See Me Now?
For example, for three days in July, the town
of Preston, Lancashire, England, hosted
“Can You See Me Now,” a prize-winning
LBG designed and played all over the world
by Blast Theory, a Brighton, UK group
of interactive media artists. (They work
with the University of Nottingham’s Mixed
Reality lab, which explores new technologies that merge the physical and digital
worlds.)
Can You See Me Now is a chase game.
Three performers from Blast Theory run
through the city streets equipped with PDAs,
wireless networking, and GPS receivers.
They can chase up to 15 online players
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through a virtual model of a city that corresponds exactly to the real world version.
Online players are dropped into a 3D
model of the hosting city. They can move
through this model with a fixed maximum
speed, access a city map view, see themselves represented as running avatars, see
other players’ and runners’ positions, and
exchange text messages with them. They
also hear the runners’ walkie-talkie communication as a live audio stream.
Players must avoid the runners; if a
runner gets within five virtual meters (5.4
yards) of an online player, the player is considered “seen” and is out of the game.
Game developers are still wondering if
these experimental and niche-based games
will evolve into something with mass consumer appeal.
Right now, it is high concept and techie
in the extreme – but it could redefine the a
new generation’s idea of fun.
— This article was inspired by the
article, “TechWatch—Location Based
Gaming” by Harpreet Rooprai in the
May-June 2007 Location magazine.
Summer 2007

Reaching Out: Hands-free Mowing at the Fourth ION®
Autonomous Lawn Mower Competition

LOOK MA! NO HANDS!

By 2nd Lt. Casey Miller, U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory

Wright State University takes home grand prize in nail-biting finish. Eight teams compete for
$30,000 in prize money — new moving obstacle challenge keeps them on their toes.

E

arlier this year, eight college engineering
teams from the United States and Canada
traveled to Wright State University to test eight
distinctive robotic lawn mowers, all designed
to cut the grass untouched by human hands.
ION’s Fourth Annual Autonomous Lawn
Mower competition took place in Dayton,
Ohio, on May 31 through June 2.
Organized by the ION’s Dayton Section with sponsorship by the ION’s Satellite
Division, the Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) Sensors Directorate, and Honeywell, the yearly contest gives out more than
$30,000 in prize money to students that best
use the art and science of navigation to mow
the grass. (Last year’s competition hosted five
teams and — thanks to the support of sponsors — the sizable prize money has continued to increase interest across the country.)
Two rookie teams competed in the classic static autonomous mowing field and six
teams fought it out in the moving obstacle
division, a new challenge added this year.
It was a nail-biting, thirty-minute race
in the new “Dynamic Autonomous Mowing
Field,” but in the end, Wright State University
came out on top winning the $15,000 grand
prize.
The team had some close calls. They said
they wrote the qualifying program at 11 p.m.
on June 1 and their turns didn’t work until
4 a.m. the day of the field competition. After
qualifying, several wires caught fire on the
way back to the lab causing smoke to pour
out of their mower. While no major damage
was done and the wires were replaced without
incident, it led to several very tense moments

for the team.
L’Ecole Technologie Superieure of
Montreal, Quebec, took home the $10,000
second-place award. After experiencing multiple glitches in 2006, the team had fixed the
bugs and said they were ready for this year’s
challenge.
University of Evansville and Ohio University tied for third place and split the $5,000
prize.
University of Minnesota Duluth and
Florida A and M University/Florida State
University competed for the first time in the
stationary object division. Both displayed
promise, although neither team could cut at
least fifty percent of the grass to qualify for
the entire cash prize amount. Minnesota won
$625 and Florida took home $375.
By the Book
Contestants were scored on their papers and
presentations and on mower speed and accu-
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racy. A panel of experts from the Air Force
Institute of Technology (AFIT) and AFRL
judged the teams. Prizes were presented by
Director Joe Sciabica, of the AFRL Sensors
Directorate at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base in Ohio and by Mikel Miller, of the AFRL
Munitions Directorate Guidance Division.
The stationary obstacle division was similar in set-up to the 2006 course — a rectangular box with a stationary obstacle.
The new moving obstacle course consisted of an L-shaped field with an obstacle that
moved randomly as contestants mowed.
Six teams chose to take it on. They
represented Illinois Institute of Technology,
Chicago. Illinois; L’ Ecole de Technologie
Superieure, Montreal, Quebec; Miami University, Oxford, Ohio; Ohio University, Athens,
Ohio; the University of Evansville, Evansville, Indiana; and Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio.
While most teams in this division were
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If you could scratch one
of those great summer
activities off your list,
which one would you
pick?
competition veterans, special recognition is
due to the University of Evansville, which
in its rookie year jumped headfirst into this
arguably more difficult division.
The winning teams will be invited to
display their lawn mowers during the ION
GNSS 2007 meeting in Fort Worth, Texas, on
September 25–28.
The Mow-Down Showdown
After two days of presentations and a qualification round of safety and operational tests,

the mowing competition began bright and
early on June 2.
Ohio University, a winner in the three
previous lawn mower contests, kicked off the
competition and looked impressive as they
have every year. However, as the day wore on
and other teams showed their robots’ stuff, it
became clear that the bar had been raised!
This year’s competition was infinitely
closer than any of the three past competitions. All six teams that competed in the
moving obstacle division mowed more than
half of the grass, and they did it well within
the 30-minute window. The competition was
close, and with no obvious winner, the minutes seemed like hours as the judges added
up the scores to determine the winner.
The teams overcame many engineering
hardships, including software bugs, hardware
glitches, and mechanical let-downs. As in
any good engineering competition, many of
the teams pulled “all nighters” leading up to

the actual competition as they developed last
minute innovations to solve these problems.
We canvassed the teams and collected a
few stories of the challenges they were able to
overcome.
Casey Miller says, “I know that one of
(hopefully) many reasons my father wanted
to have kids was so my mother’s finger
would no longer point at him when the
grass grew too long! If, like my Dad, mowing
the lawn is the activity you’d unload on the
offspring, you’ll be glad to know that college
students across the continent are attacking
that very problem — and who better to find
the solution?”
— For more information about the
Autonomous Lawn Mower Competition,
go to www.automow.com or contact Jacob
Campbell at jacob.campbell@wpafb.
af.mil or Mikel Miller at mikel.miller@
eglin.af.mil.

Behind the Scenes: ALM Competitors Talk About Glitches, Workarounds, and Last-Minute Saves
Team Stories Compiled by Pam Myers, General Dynamics Information Technologies

Grand Prize: $15,000 (Dynamic Competition)

Wright State University

W

ith two weeks till competition, nothing worked! The mechanical
design was sound and the wiring was good, but the program that
runs it just didn’t work.
Leading up to this point, the project was plagued by what seems to
be bad luck. We’ve smoked two GPS receivers, a digital compass, a serial
cable, and two motor cables! Thank goodness all failures were covered
under warranty or did not result in further damage.
At the two-weeks-to-go point, all the bad luck had run out and it was
time for some good luck. On qualifying day, it was crunch time, and there
was someone in the lab at all hours working on the software and control
algorithms. It was turning into a complete rewrite.
We wrote the qualifying program at 11 p.m. the night before and
our turns didn’t work till 4 a.m. the next morning. With any luck we will
be competitive. No matter what happens, it has been a fun learning
experience!
Editorial note: Wright State qualified successfully, but as they were driving their mower back to the lab some motor wires caught on fire, causing
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smoke to pour out of their mower. Although no major damage was done
and the wires were replaced without incident, it led to several very tense
moments for the team.

Behind the Scenes, continued on page 6
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Behind the Scenes: ALM Competitors Talk About Glitches, Workarounds, and Last-Minute Saves, continued from page 5
Second Prize: $10,000 (Dynamic Competition)

L’École de Technologie Supérieure
(ÉTS), Montreal, Canada

L

ast year’s weather was something else (and by “something,” we don’t
mean a good something). It rained all Friday; so, we spent the day coding
inside our covered trailer. We even had to build a small setup to shield us
from the rain.
Last year we didn’t finish as well as we had hoped, but this year we corrected multiple bugs and are ready to take on the challenge. Up until now
there have been no mishaps and we hope it will stay as such.

Third Prize TIED: $2,500 (Dynamic Competition)

University of Evansville

I

t’s our first year, but our robot design and construction went fairly smoothly until we arrived in Dayton. Somewhere between Evansville and Ohio,
our switching regulator met its demise.
After much debugging in the hot sun and a trip to a local electrical parts
supplier, a new 3 Amp power diode was placed in the regulator fixing the
switching regular and allowing us to qualify.

Third Prize TIED: $2,500 (Dynamic Competition)

Ohio University

B

elieve it or not, even after three years of winning the competition, we still
run into problems. Some of the lessons we have learned (such as “always
carry spares”) really helped. Here are some of the problems:
We started with a complex obstacle avoidance algorithm and were programming for hours but could not get it tested. So we had to fall back on a
simple wait-and-avoid solution.
Sometimes, in the past, our microcontroller for the mower blade
wouldn’t work, so we programmed another microcontroller in the hotel
room a day before the competition.
We achieved final testing 90 minutes before the competition!
We had lots of fun and very little sleep the last couple of days. Could sure
use some more of both.
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First Prize : $625 (Static Competition)

University of Minnesota Duluth

Illinois Institute of Technology

D

uring our testing phase, our OEM3 GPS receiver crashed, rendering our
algorithms useless. So, we had to modify our codes for a new OEM4 GPS
receiver two days before the competition.
Now we are racing against the clock to correct all flaws, including
remembering to plug in for power. (It’s always the details that get you!)
Earlier today we spent a half hour “debugging” our code and finally we realized we forgot to plug in our cord.

Miami University

W

e started from scratch—this was our first year in the competition.
We’re a team of three electrical engineering undergrads, so getting the
mechanical design down was a challenge. Our design has gotten heavier
and heavier, so our design for the front wheels has become increasingly
weak. Our original gas mowing engine proved to have too much interference at the last minute. So, we designed, built, and tested a completely new,
electrical mowing system (except for the blade itself) the day before we left
Duluth!
In the meantime, our other equipment was messed up by the gas engine
and changes we made. So, a lot of things needed to be fixed. But, we’re
here, and we qualified!

Second Prize : $375 (Static Competition)

E

very thing was working perfect . . . then the night before qualifications,
our gas mower stopped operating. We found that the mower shaft that
hooked into the blade had sheared off. The mower was toast. With no hope
of getting a new engine or fixing the shaft, we were stuck with a great robot
that couldn’t cut a single blade of grass!
After a night of brainstorming, we went to Lowe’s when they opened at
6 a.m. to pick up a manual mower for our robot to pull. It worked great driving straight forward and backwards. But when we tried to turn, it caused too
much torque on the motors.
Now it is the night before the competition. . . we’ve decided to use a
pulley controlled by a microcontroller to lift up the manual mower while we
are turning.
Editorial note: This solution worked! Although Miami didn’t place, their
mower worked well and was by far the most “entertaining” to watch. n

FAMU/FSU College of Engineering

T

he string trimmer motors and
housing for our lawn mower were
completed the day prior to traveling
to the competition and were left
untested until the day before we had
to qualify. At 2 a.m. on qualification
day, a voltage spike destroyed the
main wiring harness of the string
trimmer motors. At 2:15 a.m., we
made a trip to Wal-Mart for bigger
gauge wire. Rewiring done at 4 a.m.,
then we noticed a major safety issue
with the manual emergency stop
switch. It was incapable of cutting
power to the string trimmer motors
— we corrected it in the parking lot
of Radio Shack at 9 a.m. by adding and modifying the e-stop switch to cut
off both 24-volt and 12-volt circuits.
We got to the competition a half hour late, with an empty fuel tank and a
low fuel warning. The team had to fix some minor code redundancy that was
causing the robot to turn in circles. Once this final hurdle was rectified, we
qualified with time to spare.

A B S T R AC T S D U E : O C TO B E R 5

The Institute of Navigation
National Technical Meeting 2008

Exploring The
Future Uses
Of Navigation
Technology
January 28–30, 2008
San Diego, California
The Catamaran Hotel

details at www.ion.org
ION Newsletter		
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Part I: Gyroscopes and Albert Einstein
from the ion historian, Marvin May

Elmer A. Sperry and the Gyrocompass
His company became Unisys, the giant computer and information technology company, and his gyroscope-guided autopilot
became known as “metal Mike,” the mechanical helmsman.

E

lmer Ambrose Sperry was born a year
before the Civil War began, but the gyrocompasses, inertial navigators and voyage
managements systems that stem from his
innovations still steer our ships and aircraft.
Indeed, few pioneers of navigation have left
as enduring a legacy.
In 1880, the 20-year-old New Yorker
formed his first company. By 1986, Sperry
Corporation, a merger of all eight companies
he founded to manufacture and market his
many inventions, had become Unisys, the
giant information technology firm.
The brilliant inventor, engineer, and
entrepreneur held 135 patents and became
involved in the technologies and development of dynamos, mining equipment, trolleys, electric cars, batteries, and the new field
of aviation. But his most successful venture
sprang from the compass he developed based
on the gyroscope.
Foucault, Metal Ships, and WWI
As with most successful ventures, a confluence of events contributed to Sperry’s inventions. They included a predecessor who
established the theoretical basis for the gyrocompass, new ships that made the magnetic
compass obsolete, World War I, and Albert
Einstein, Time magazine’s “Person of the
20th Century.”
The gyroscope is a wheel or rotor mounted in gimbal rings that allows it to turn freely in any direction. The device got its name
in 1852 from French physicist Leon Foucault,
who used it to study the earth’s rotation
with respect to inertial space, a fact not fully

accepted at that time. Although unable to
demonstrate an actual north-pointing gyrocompass using his string-propelled gyroscope
(electric motors being unavailable at the
time), Foucault did establish the theoretical
basis for the gyrocompass.
By the late 19th century, iron ships had
largely replaced wooden ships, jeopardizing
the integrity of the magnetic compass, which
for 400 years had been the navigator’s most
reliable course indicator.
The age of electrification began around
the same time, when scientists such as Maxwell, Faraday, Helmholz, Einstein, Steinmetz,
and Edison advanced the theoretical and
practical milieu that made Sperry’s achievements possible.
And, as we shall see, it was Einstein who
as a young boy was mesmerized by a magnetic compass and 25 years later became part
of a court battle involving Sperry’s gyrocompass invention.
The Problem with Gyrocompasses
The possibility of using the gyroscope as
a compass came along at an opportune
moment in America’s history. During the
run-up to World War I in Europe, the United
States Navy was modernizing and rearming
its fleet in American waters.
Sperry had already used gyroscopes to
create attitude stabilizers for use in ships and
automobiles. In 1908, he turned his attention to the problem of a level-maintaining,
north- pointing device for ships —that is, a
gyrocompass.
Although using the gyroscope as a
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Elmer Sperry at age 27

compass was an ingenious notion, several
problems presented themselves to Sperry and
others who were working on the same idea.
A 1912 publication of U.S. Naval Proceedings
outlines these challenges:
1. To suspend the gyro with perfect freedom
about the vertical axis so that it is free to
precess toward the meridian.
2. To damp the oscillations of the gyro
across the meridian so that it will quickly
settle down with its axis north and south.
3. To constantly impress just exactly the
right degree of force to keep it precessing
to follow the component of the earth’s
rotation, which is normal to the earth’s
surface.
4. To drive the gyro at a high rate of speed
in order to furnish the directive force
required.
5. To suspend the gyro so that forces of
acceleration and deceleration introduced
by movements of the ship will not cause
it to oscillate off the meridian, making its
readings incorrect.
These forces of acceleration and deceleration introduced by the ship are:
• Acceleration and deceleration arising from starting and stopping the
Summer 2007

encouragement.
The gyrocompass’s
successful tests in 1908
attracted the attention of
Sperry, who decided that he
would attempt to improve
upon Anschütz-Kaempfe’s
design. Anschütz and Sperry
competed in a market
that was potentially very
profitable because of the
intensive rearmament in
the years preceding the First
World War.
This appears to be a gyroscope at the Sperry Gyroscope Company
Sperry secured his own
patents on his improved
ship and changing its speed.
versions in England and the
United States. When Sperry sold a compass
• Centrifugal forces introduced by
the ship in turning.
to the German navy in May 1914, however,
Anschütz sued him for patent infringement
• Forces due to non-coincidence of
the center of the gyroscope with the
before the Königliches Landgericht I (Royal
center of oscillation of the ship, that
District Court) in Berlin.
is, forces introduced by rolling and
Sperry’s defense was based on the claim
pitching of the ship.
that the Anschütz patent did not add anything to the old patent of Van den Bos and
6. To correct the compass for deflection, due
to northerly and southerly components
was therefore void. Another point under disof the ship’s movement, which, of course,
cussion in the case was the claim that Sperry
act on the compass just as the movement
used a method of damping that had been
due to the earth’s rotation, except, of
patented by Anschütz.
course, in a very much less degree.”
Albert Einstein in Court
Too Many Inventors
The court proposed the appointment of an
In 1910 Sperry formed the Sperry Gyroscope
expert on whom both parties could agree.
Company, headquartered in Brooklyn, New
The expert turned out to be Albert Einstein,
York. By 1911, six years before America’s
who made his first appearance in court on
entry into World War I, he had developed his
January 5, 1915.
first gyrocompass. The first serial-produced
At that time, Einstein was struggling to
unit, Serial Number 101, was installed
wrest from nature what would turn out to be
aboard the battleship U.S.S. Utah in 1913.
his crowning achievement, perhaps the most
An early version of the gyrocompass had
beautiful theory in all of science. Ten years
been patented in 1885 by the Dutch inventor
earlier, he had come up with the special
Marinus van den Bos, but he never produced
theory of relativity, which said that time and
a working model.
space were each relative for observers moving
The extravagantly named German scienat different constant velocities. Now he was
tist Hermann Franz Joseph Hubertus Maria
trying to generalize the theory by conceiving
Anschütz-Kaempfe had already secured a U.S.
of gravity as a curving of the fabric of somepatent in June 1906 for his own gyrocompass
thing he called space-time.
for use in submarines. After developing a
It was an excruciating period for Einguidance device in 1902, Anschütz-Kaempfe
stein. His marriage to Mileva Maric — an
had begun work on the gyrocompass aimed
intense and brooding Serbian physicist
at his personal goal of using a submarine
who had helped him with the math of his
to reach the North Pole. The German Navy
ground-breaking 1905 papers on motion,
liked his ideas and gave him support and
matter, energy, light, and relativity — had
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just exploded. She had left him in Berlin and
moved to Zurich with their two young sons.
Einstein suffered from acute stomach pains
exacerbated by the food shortages of World
War I and he was nursed by a first cousin,
Elsa Einstein, whom he would eventually
marry.
Einstein had apparently not prepared
himself well for his court presentation—he
contradicted himself several times. The
court then asked him to answer a number
of questions in a written report, for which he
was to be paid 1,000 marks. In it he states
that the Anschütz patent did not improve on
an earlier patent by Van den Bos. Anschütz
disagreed, and the court was not convinced
either.
After a March 26 session, at which Einstein was not present, the court asked him
to inspect the Sperry compass and write a
further report on the differences between the
compasses of Van den Bos, Anschütz, and
Sperry.
In July, Einstein performed a number of
tests on the Sperry compass and changed his
mind. In an August 7 report, he corrected his
earlier conclusion, stating instead that the
horizontal stabilization of the Anschütz compass did constitute an improvement on Van
den Bos’s version and that Sperry’s method of
damping was the one described in Anschütz’s
earlier patent.
In November, the court prohibited Sperry
from manufacturing and selling gyrocompasses that used the method patented by
Anschütz.
Shortly thereafter, on November 25, 1915,
Einstein presented a lecture entitled “The
Field Equations of Gravity.” This theory is
widely regarded as one of history’s most
imaginative and dramatic revisions of our
concepts about the universe.
Stay tuned for Part II of this article,
Elmer Sperry’s later achievements, in the fall
ION Newsletter.
— Historian Marvin B. May received
the ION’s 2006 Weems award for enduring
contributions to navigation. He is chief
scientist of the Pennsylvania State University’s Applied Research Laboratory Navigation Research and Development Center in
Warminster, Pennsylvania.
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ION Member News and Notes

In Memoriam: Tony Abbott
IN MEMORIAM:
Tony Abbott

In his 40-year
career, Tony
Abbott stayed
on the cutting
edge of advanced
navigation
technology.

Anthony S. “Tony” Abbott, who
received the ION’s 2004 Thomas L.
Thurlow award, passed away June 21,
2007, at age 66 in San Pedro, California.
The cause was brain cancer, which
he had been fighting for several years.
At his side was his loving friend Debby
Ford. He is also survived by his former
wife, Sarah, and his three children, Ann
Marie Abbott, Anthony Michael Abbott,
and John Christopher Abbott.
Abbott was principal engineer for
The Aerospace Corporation’s Navigation
Division in El Segundo, California. Among
many other achievements, he patented
GPS/inertial ultra-tight coupling, a revolutionary concept that provides substantial improvement in jam resistance for
the GPS.
He was a primary advocate of a new
philosophy to integrate raw GPS measurements with raw inertial measurement units to produce a blended solution
with many advantages, among which is
improved antijam performance.
He received the Aerospace Corp
oration’s top award (the President’s

award) for his contributions in 2005.
In his 40-year career, he secured
more than five other patents and was at
the cutting edge of advanced navigation
technology.
His engineering contributions began
in the 1960s at North American Aviation
where he worked on the integration and
testing of the Apollo guidance, navigation, and control program. He trained
several of the original Apollo astronauts
in on-orbit navigation operations.
He joined the Aerospace Corporation
in 1968 contributed to the original Air
Force System 621B, a forerunner to the
NAVSTAR GPS program.
With his belief in the future of satellite navigation, he moved to Magnavox
in 1976 to run the navigation systems
engineering organization for the Phase I
GPS program. Abbott was in charge of all
analytical aspects of the requirements,
design, integration, laboratory and field
test as well as the post test analysis of
the GPS Phase I user equipment and
other integrated navigation systems.
In 1982, Abbott joined Northrop

Casswell Retires

Fellow Nominations
Due December 1
Nominations for ION® fellows may be submitted by currently active
Institute of Navigation members.
Details of the nomination process and forms are available at <www.
ion.org.> Nominations must be received by December 1 to qualify.
Election to Fellow membership recognizes the distinguished contribution of ION® members to the advancement of the technology, management, practice and teaching of the arts and sciences of navigation, and/or
for lifetime contributions to the Institute.
Kindly address any correspondence to Fellow Selection Committee, The
Institute of Navigation, 3975 University Drive, Suite 390, Fairfax, VA 22030,
fax: 703-383-9689, e-mail: mlewis@ion.org.
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Electronics Division where, over the next
15 years, he made major contributions
to the gravity compensation theory
and implementation on the B-2 stealth
bomber. His work achieved levels of
inertial navigation accuracy that were
previously unobtainable.
Abbott incorporated GPS as a navigation aid on the B-2 and developed
innovative concepts for the integration
of the B-2’s navigation system with its
radar and weapons systems.
The Thurlow award was given to
Abbott in recognition of his achievements on the B-2.
Abbott rejoined the Aerospace
Corporation in 1997.
Tony Abbott was born in Brooklyn,
New York, in May 1941. He earned
degrees in electrical engineering and
system science from the University of
California-Berkeley and the University of
Southern California.
The family asks that donations in
his memory be made to the American
Cancer Society.

Becky Casswell

Rebecca “Becky” Cass
well retired July 3, after
33 years of federal service. Casswell was the
GPS Branch chief at the
USCG Navigation Center
and coordinator of the
Civil GPS Service Interface
Committee (CGSIC). The ION
wishes Casswell a wonderful retirement. She will be
sorely missed by all.

at her retirement
party.
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Section News and Notes
DAYTON SECTION. The
Dayton Section held
its luncheon meetings
at the Hope Hotel and
Conference Center, Wright-Patterson
AFB, in February, March, and April.
Mr. Paul Olson, chief engineer of the
Battle Command Applications Division,
U.S. Army CERDEC, Ft. Monmouth, New
Jersey, spoke to the group in February.
His topic was “U.S. ARMY/CERDEC
Navigation Technology Program, Past,
Present and Future.” He described
recent Army technology base projects
in positioning, navigation and timing,
which are focused on GPS, inertial sensors, dead reckoning devices, and system integration for soldiers, ground
vehicles, and airborne platforms.
At the March meeting, Dr. Inder (Jiti)
Gupta from The Ohio State University
addressed the section on the topic of
“GNSS Adaptive Antennas.” Dr. Gupta
reviewed several common methods for
calculating antenna weights and discussed the expected performance from
each. He showed that the presence of

interfering signals can degrade the output signal-to-noise ratio as well as alter
the code and carrier phase biases, and
he argued that, for precise navigation
systems, these effects should either be
compensated or included in the error
budgets. Dr. Gupta concluded with a
description of some of his recent work
in prediction of carrier and code phase
biases induced by GNSS antenna and
antenna electronics.
The April meeting featured Dr.
Dave Diggle, Ohio University Avionics
Engineering Center, who spoke on the
topic “LORAN C Accuracy Considerations:
Terminal Area and En Route.” Dr. Diggle
summarized LORAN operation and current system status. He briefly described
the eLORAN upgrade and the benefits
it offered. The core of his talk covered
work by the Ohio University AEC for the
FAA to collect data at six U.S. airports to
characterize LORAN signal delay due to
the local terrain. The goal was to see if
LORAN C can be compensated with the
local data to meet Required Navigation
Performance (RNP) 0.3 specifications for

Washington
Section. The Wash
ington, D.C. section
met June 27 at NASA
Headquarters to hear
Dr. Martin Unwin of Surrey Satellite
Technology Ltd. (SSTL) present “The
GIOVE-A Satellite Mission — The Galileo
Navigation System’s First Demonstrator.”
The following is a summary of Dr.
Unwin’s presentation.
GIOVE-A is the first demonstrator
satellite for Galileo system, and was
commissioned from Surrey Satellite
Technology Ltd. on a 2.5 year schedule
by the European Space Agency (ESA)
in order to meet frequency filing deadlines, in parallel with GIOVE-B. SSTL suc-

ceeded in designing, building, testing
and delivering GIOVE-A on schedule,
and it was placed into Galileo’s orbit by a
Soyuz launcher in December 2005. Since
then, GIOVE-A has been transmitting
prototype Galileo signals to the world
enabling researchers on the ground
to experiment with Galileo receiver
technology. GIOVE-A has also been
measuring the harsh radiation environment since its launch and demonstrating technologies due for use on the
Galileo satellites. Laser retroreflectors
that enable the precise tracking of the
satellite with lasers, and an experimental GPS receiver that has tracked GPS
satellites from GIOVE-A’s medium Earth
orbit. GIOVE-A has marked a significant
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(Above) Dr. Inder
(Jiti) Gupta, The Ohio
State University

(Above) Paul Olson, U.S. Army, CERDEC
and Lt. Col. George Simons, USAF (Ret.)

accuracy, availability, integrity, and continuity in the terminal area for non-precision approach and landing guidance.
The results showed that for these six
airports, with relatively flat local terrain, the goal was feasible, although
twice-yearly updates might be required
at some of them.

step forward for Galileo, and SSTL has
recently been awarded a contract to
commence with a repeat build, GIOVEA2, to support Galileo signal continuity
until the operational Galileo satellites
arrive.
The next section meeting
will be August 15 at the U.S. Naval
Observatory.
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(Above) Dr. Dave Diggle, Ohio
University and Dr. Jade Morton,
Miami University

Did You Know

Dot Lemon?
In 1961, Dot Lemon (born in
Chicago, Illinois in 1906 as
Dorothy C. Whitney) became
the first female president of
The Institute of Navigation.
She died in 1986 in Caracas,
Venezuela.
Richard Kinsman is in
need of information about Dot
Lemon for a biography he is
hoping to write. If you have
any information about this
interesting woman, please contact Richard Kinsman at
<dicksheilkinsman@aol.com>.
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GPS
The U.S. Air Force GPS Wing (former
NAVSTAR GPS Joint Program Office) has
belatedly released a request for proposals
(RFP) for development and production of
the first block of GPS III satellites.
In a July 12 announcement, the Air
Force said it will acquire eight GPS IIIA satellites in this competition and plans to begin
launches in 2013. Two teams of companies
led by The Boeing Company and Lockheed
Martin are the leading contenders for the
contract.
Eight GPS IIIB and 16 GPS IIIC satellites
are planned for later increments, with each
increment including more capabilities based
on technical maturity, according to the GPS
Wing.
Responses to the RFP are due August 27.
The potential $1.8 billion contract award
for the first eight Block A GPS III satellites, along with an option for four more, is
anticipated by the end of 2007.
When fully deployed, the GPS III constellation will enable a cross-link command
and control architecture, allowing the entire
GPS constellation to be updated from a
single ground station. Currently, system controllers must wait for each satellite to orbit
into view of a ground antenna in order to
upload new data and instructions.
The GPS IIIAs will also feature a new
spot beam capability for enhanced M-Code
coverage and increased resistance to hostile
jamming.
An RFP for modernization of the GPS
ground control segment was released earlier
this year.
Meanwhile, the GPS constellation briefly
grew to its largest size ever earlier this
year with the re-activation of SVN23 and
ION Newsletter

designating its transmitted pseudorandom
noise code at PRN32. A Block IIA generation
satellite first launched in 1990, SVN23 was
reactivated last December for an initial test
period.
The spacecraft has been transmitting continuously since April 2, although
it is set “unusable” and is not included
in the GPS systems broadcast almanacs.
However, some all-in-view receivers set to
track both healthy and unhealthy satellites
can acquire the signal, which could help
determine how various types of user equipment might handle signals from 32 GPS
satellites.

GLONASS
Russia’s GNSS system currently has 16
operational satellites in its constellation;
however, the number of operational satellites at any one time has recently varied
between 11 and 13.
Some GLONASS satellites are temporarily
unusable at times due to shortages in their
solar panel–based power supply while the
satellites are in their eclipse seasons. One
of the modernized GLONASS-M spacecraft
from the most recent launch triple launch
last December has yet to be brought on line.
The other two GLONASS-M became usable
on April 3.
The next GLONASS launch is expected
in September as the system operators seek
to meet a plan for having 18 operational
satellites transmitting healthy navigation
messages by the end of 2007.
Meanwhile, the Russian Space Agency’s
Information-Analytical Center charged with
monitoring the GLONASS satellites’ operations has added a “Current Availability”
12

page to its website <http://www.glonassianc.rsa.ru/>, which presents a map with
near-realtime updates on the number
of GLONASS satellites visible in regions
around the world.

Galileo
Having abandoned efforts to reach an agreement on a concession contract with a consortium of companies, European officials
have taken the Galileo program back to the
drawing board.
The decision ends nearly five years of
trying to find a way to leverage substantial
amount of private-sector investment in
building the Galileo space and ground
infrastructure. Instead, early in June the
European Transport Council voted to end
efforts to sign an agreement with a concessionaire, reaffirmed “the value of Galileo
as a key project of the European Union,”
and acknowledged that deployment of the
system — including its satellite-based
augmentation, the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS)
— would require additional public financial support.
The transport ministers directed the
European Commission (EC) to prepare
information and recommendations on several key points for their September meeting,
with the intention of taking “an integrated
decision on the implementation of Galileo
including the public financing and the
modalities of the public procurement in
early autumn 2007.”
Work now under way at the EC will
respond to the following council requests:
◆ detailed alternative proposals for the
financing, including all possible options
Summer 2007

ESA Photo

GIOVE-A mated with Fregat Launcher Upper Stage

of public funding, based on additional
thorough assessments of costs, risks,
revenues and timetables;
◆ proposals for an implementation and
procurement strategy by the public sector
that will have to reflect progress made
so far (relevant investments and agreements) as well as the need for competition and regular competitive tendering;
◆ concepts for the subsequent operation and exploitation phase of Galileo,
involving the private sector where
appropriate;
◆ proposals for a sound public sector
management structure of the program
on the basis of a clear division of responsibilities between the EC, the European
Space agency (ESA), the European GNSS
Supervisory Authority (GSA), European
Union member states, and the European
Council.
Since the council meeting, renewed
multi-sided political debate has broken out
over whether the additional funding should
be provided by individual countries or
through the EU’s budgetary processes.
Meanwhile, work on Galileo continues,
based on funds and contracts previously
committed to the project. Earlier this year,
ESA awarded a contract to UK-based Surrey
Satellite Technology Limited to begin building a second spacecraft Galileo In-Orbit
Validation Element satellite, GIOVE-A2.
GIOVE-A, launched in December 2005,
is the only Galileo satellite in operation so
far. The additional satellite would provide a
backup in case any problems are encountered with the GIOVE-B space vehicle scheduled for launch late in December.
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Compass
Despite a scarcity of official comment and technical details from China, the launch of the first middle-earth-orbiting (MEO) Compass satellite on April 14 continues to draw substantial interest from
GNSS researchers.
Previously launched Beidou satellites are geostationary and use a two-way ranging signal design
operating at frequencies different from other GNSS systems. The new MEO spacecraft is transmitting
what appear to be navigation messages in L-band.
The Spring ION Newsletter included a description of the Galileo spectral signature and frequency
plan based on work from CNES, the French space agency.
A Stanford University team has been working diligently to determine the code structure from the
three signals (at the E2, E5b, and E6 bands) being transmitted by the Compass satellite. Apparently
the MEO has not begun broadcasting a planned signal at the L1/E1 frequency where GPS and Galileo
open services operate, as well as GPS military signals.
Using the university’s high-gain antenna, a vector signal analyzer, and a software receiver, the
Stanford group has characterized the signals, including those shown in the accompanying table
(only in-phase channel characteristics are presented here).
Stanford University Data

Compass Broadcast

Type

E2
E5b
E6

BPSK(2)
BPSK(2)
BPSK(10)

I-channel
I-channel
I-channel

Primary
Code Period
1 ms
1 ms
1 ms

Code Generators
11-stage Gold code
11-stage Gold code
Two 13-stage Gold code

Secondary
Code Period
20 ms
20 ms
20 ms

Data
Yes
Yes
Yes

As more data is available, the Stanford researchers will post it at their website: <http://waas.stanford.edu/CompassCode/COMPASS_E2.html>.
In Belgium, GNSS manufacturer Septentrio has modified a GNSS hardware receiver and tracked
the Compass signals to derive the navigation message format, measure ranging accuracy, and map
the signal characteristics. Some of the results of Septentrio’s research is shown in an accompanying
table, comparing similar L1 data from a GPS Block IIR satellite (PRN13).
Comparisons of Selected Compass and GPS Signals

Satellite
C/No
Antenna Gain
System NF
Isotropic Power
Ranging Error
Thermal Noise Contribution
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Compass-M1 E2
55.5 dB-Hz
7.2 dBi
2.4 dB
-153 dBW
13.5 cm
2.4 cm

Compass-M1 E5B
60 dB-Hz
7.5 dBi
1.4 dB
-150 dBW
13.4 cm
1.7 cm

GPS PRN13 L1
52 dB-Hz
7.2 dBi
2.2 dB
-157 dBW
11.9 cm
3.7 cm
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Loran Update

The Loran Saga Continues

Circumnavigation or Circumlocution?

W

hile U.S. executive agencies continue
to avoid making a decision on the
future of Loran, developments in Congress,
the navigation user community, and the
international environment continue to build
pressure for continuing the modernization
of the land-based radionavigation system.
On May 31, the General Lighthouse
Authorities (GLAs) in the United Kingdom
announced the award of a 15-year contract to VT Communications to provide a
state-of-the-art enhanced Loran (eLoran)
radionavigation service to improve the safety
of mariners in the UK and Ireland.
Then in June, the Radio Technical
Commission for Maritime Services (RTCM)
announced formation of a special committee (SC127) to take up the issue of standards
for eLoran systems. The RTCM is an international non-profit scientific, professional
and educational organization that addresses
regional and international maritime
radionavigation and radiocommunication
policy issues, regulatory changes, and technical standards development.
Draft terms of reference (TOR, see sidebar “eLoran Terms of Reference) have been
drawn up and will be on the agenda of the
RTCM Board of Directors for approval at its
September 20, 2007 meeting.
The report and recommendations of an
11-member Independent Assessment Team
(IAT) completed last December unanimously endorsed Loran’s continuation and
modernization. That document, however,
has yet to be released publicly, as the report’s
authors and advocates continue efforts to
brief the issue upwards through layers of
federal bureaucracy. Reportedly, Michael
Jackson, deputy secretary of the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS), will be briefed
on the report soon.
Meanwhile, Congress appears once again
prepared to cut off efforts to close down the
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North American Loran Time Coverage
Loran system prematurely. In approving the
2008 Homeland Security Appropriations Act
in July, the U.S. House of Representatives
included the statement,
“The Coast Guard has proposed terminating the Loran C program in the
President’s budget because it believes
this system is no longer necessary for
a secondary means of navigation. The
Committee understands that a decision to terminate Loran C is dependent
upon agreement by DOT, which has not
occurred. The Committee also understands that in late 2006, DOT convened
an independent assessment team, in
cooperation with DHS, to complete yet
14

another evaluation of Loran C. The
team concluded that Loran C should be
retained and modernized to serve as a
long-term back-up for GPS. The Committee assumes continuation of Loran C
in fiscal 2008.”
In the Senate, the transportation appropriations committee has inserted even stronger language in the bill under consideration
there: “The Committee denies the request
to terminate operations at Long Range Aids
to Navigation Loran-C stations nationwide
and directs the Secretary to refrain from taking any steps to reduce operations at such
stations.”
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The Beauty of Back-Ups
The potential for eLoran serving as a backup to GNSS systems such as GPS is giving
new life to the effort. A 2004 presidential policy statement directed the DHS secretary, “in
coordination with the Secretaries of Defense,
Transportation, and Commerce, [to] develop
and maintain capabilities, procedures, and
techniques, and routinely exercise civil
contingency responses to ensure continuity
of operations in the event that access to the
Global Positioning System is disrupted or
denied.”
A growing number of analyses are pointing to eLoran as a part of the solution. (See
previous Loran article in the Winter 2006-07
issue of the ION Newsletter.) This portion of

the 2004 PNT directive remains incomplete,
along with many other sections.
Earlier this year, the International Loran
Association (ILA) released an eLoran Definition Document for consultation and comment, which can be downloaded from ILA’s
website at <www.loran.org>. ILA will take
up the theme of “eLoran + GNSS: Diversity for Safety & Security” at its 2007 convention and technical symposium — ILA-36
— scheduled October 14–17 in Orlando,
Florida. A co-located organizational meeting
of RTCM SC 127 will take place during the
ILA event on October 15.

eLoran contract, through 2010, will build
on existing work and provide a focus for
a European agreement on eLoran service
provision. This would then trigger the start
of the operational phase from 2010 onwards.
The Department for Transport is sharing the
costs during the development phase.
The GLA contract will see VT Communications develop a new Loran station at its
radio communications facility in Cumbria,
UK. The first signals from the Cumbrian
eLoran station will be transmitted on 1st
October 2007 with a trial service launched
in November 2007. The existing trial service
is scheduled to be suspended by the end of
July 2007. n

Meanwhile, Back in the UK
The first development phase of the GLA’s

DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE
RTCM Special Committee 127 ✦ Standards for Enhanced Loran (eLoran) Systems
1. Considering that:
a) Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) have certain vulnerabilities to interference and outages from
both natural and intentional causes;
b) Critical navigation, communication, and timing applications depend
on GNSS services;
c) The eLoran system has a robust
signal which is less vulnerable than
GNSS systems to degradation and
outages from natural and intentional
causes, and can therefore provide an
effective back-up to GNSS systems;
d) Certain providers of navigation
services have identified eLoran as the
appropriate complimentary, terrestrial
radionavigation service to support GNSS
services; and
e) There are presently no known
regional or international standards for
modern eLoran system components.
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2. The Radio Technical Commission
for Maritime Services establishes
RTCM Special Committee 127 to:
a) Consider the need for the establishment of standards for eLoran navigation system components, including,
but not limited to maritime eLoran
receivers, and/or combined GNSS/
eLoran receivers; and
b) If the committee agrees that
there is such a need, develop appropriate RTCM standards or reports
addressing performance requirements,
technical requirements, and/or test
procedures, with a view to their use for
the production of eLoran systems, and
as the basis for eventual IMO, ITU and/
or IEC recommendations or standards,
as appropriate.
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3.

In conducting its work the
Committee shall take into account
at least the following:
a) The expressed need for such standards from potential users and suppliers;
b) Existing recommendations and
standards for Loran-C systems and GNSS
systems;
c) Related work which may be
undertaken by other standards bodies;
and
d) Potential regulatory and/or technological impediments, national or
international, to potential solutions.
Radio Technical Commission
for Maritime Services
1800 N. Kent St., Suite 1060
Arlington, Virginia 22209-2109
www.rtcm.org
hq@rtcm.org
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Navigation Novelties

What’s New in the PNT World?
Nemo Can Find His Own Way
(Thank You Very Much)

The Loneliness of the Long
Distance Runner

Clownfish don’t need Walt Disney and
Pixar to find their way home. According
to an Australian study reported in the May
4 Science journal, Nemo and most of his
cohort really can find their way home after
months at sea.
The international scientific team pioneered a new way to “tag” adult fish with a
minute trace of a stable barium isotope that
is deposited in their bones and passed on to
their eggs. Working on coral reefs in Papua,
New Guinea, the researchers tagged more
than 300 female clownfish and vagabond
butterflyfish. When they returned to the reef
months later, the scientists found that 60 percent of the offspring had returned to their 300
meter-wide homeland after being carried out
to the open sea as 3 millimeter-long larvae.
The scientists wanted to locate fish travel
routes in order to help humans establish
marine reserves in the best places.
But – without a worried dad, surfer dude
turtles, and other guides — how exactly does
Nemo do it?
Article co-author Geoff Jones of
Queensland’s James Cook University said in
a BBC interview, “Perhaps they are somehow
remaining in sensory contact with their home
island and are able to maintain their position
and not end up drifting too far away.”
“Or maybe they are getting carried away,
but they have a homing mechanism to swim
back to their home reef,” Jones added.

Australia’s vast spaces could make it hard
to find a compatible running partner in the
same territory. Perhaps that’s why University
of Melbourne researcher Floyd Mueller
decided to use GPS and mobile technology to
provide social support and encouragement to
solitary runners.
The Jogging Over A Distance system
allows two athletes to keep virtual company
while they run in different places.
The advanced mobile prototype includes
headsets and a small backpack for each runner. Inside the pack is a miniature computer,
Bluetooth GPS device, wireless modem, and
a mobile phone. (They tried VoIP and it
didn’t work well enough.) Eventually, the
Melbourne team intends to make the whole
package as small as an iPod.
The device collects speed data from each
partner, which is used to position the audio
of the runners’ conversation in a 2D sound
plane oriented horizontally around the runners’ heads. When one partner speaks, the
other perceives the voice coming from the
front, the side, or from behind. The threedimensional sound cues runners when to
speed up or slow down in order to “stay” with
their partner and also lets each person listen
to environmental noises in the other location.
(The team is even considering adding spatialized music to communicate pace.)
But what happens if you don’t want that
showoff running partner to nudge you into a
frantic pace from thousands of miles away?

The researchers say, “For joggers with
differing athletic abilities who would like
to have the experience of running together,
a baseline pace variable can be adjusted
that allows each runner to push their own
personal pace rather than try to run at their
partner’s speed.”
That’s better.
Team Building with GPS
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Forget search and rescue, warfighting, fleet
tracking, and navigation on the open seas.
Say good-bye to the loneliness of the longdistance geocacher. It’s time for Geoteaming!
A Seattle company uses GPS games to
build corporate esprit de corps. The cheerful
website of PlayTime Inc. claims more experience and more equipment for their clients
than other team-building company.
“At PlayTime Inc., we love technology,
and we have a vast fleet of technological toys
that includes hundreds of GPS receivers and
dozens of pocket PCs and digital cameras,”
according to the website’s cheery self-assessment. “We know how important it is to
experience the technology hands on, and we
try to ensure that everyone in your group gets
to use some piece of technology during your
geoteaming event.”
If you hire them, expect a “race against
the clock” as you use your GPS equipment
and your collaborative skills to find a cache
and “make your deadline or there’s a stiff
price to pay.” Geoteaming, they say, is a
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reflective experience that “transfers back to
the workplace for lasting change.”
PlayTime Inc. <www.playtimeinc.com>
is also proud of its newest offering for product launches and other corporate celebrations. It’s called “The WOW!” — “a custom
GPS Powered Marketing Experience!”
Look, Here We Are In … What Was
the Name of That Village?

RTCA Corner: Special
Committe e - 159 Global
Positioning System Report
The 72nd meeting of SC-159 was held
May 4 at RTCA. The committee approved
the revised DO-253A – LAAS MOPS, reviewed
current Working Group activities and discussed
in depth how to proceed with new GPS + SBAS
L1 + L5 and Galileo documents.
WG-1, GPS/3rd Civil Frequency, will maintain the SBAS L1/L5 Interface Control Document
(ICD).

Used to be Aunt Minnie would take a few
snapshots with the brownie and put them in
the album. There were always unidentified
relatives left over, but we could handle it.
With digital cameras, it’s a different story.
(You downloaded 500 JPEGs of your summer
vacation — admit you need help.)
Now there’s a new GPS unit that fits right
on your camera’s hot shoe (flash attachment) and automatically records your exact
location in the time it takes to snap the
picture – right down to the street address and
closest “point of interest.”
The JOBO photoGPS was introduced
in March – it sits lightly on your camera
without cables, stays quiet until it wakes up
to record raw GPS data when you snap a picture, then goes back to sleep to save energy. It
uses a new technology that allows it to save
time and energy by capturing and processing
data in two separate steps.
After the shoot, you get on your Mac or
PC where the unit’s client software queries a
NXP server that continuously logs detailed
ephemeris data for all 30 or so GPS satellites, calculates longitude and latitude where
a photo has been taken, then geotags this
information and writes it to the image’s
metadata files.
Presto — a quick and painless way to get
all of the identifying information you need
about all of your snapshots integrated into
their digital core. n
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WG-2, GPS/WAAS, met briefly to discuss Terms
of Reference Parts 1 and 2. Part 1 -DO-229D
maintenance: the document will remain a GPS/
SBAS L1 C/A code-only MOPS and will not
include new L1 codes of L5 or any other signals.
Part 2 identifies multiple tasks: develop the
corresponding MOPS for the GPS L5 signal,
the new GPS L1C signal (in complement to L5)
and SBAS L5 integration. In parallel, WG-2 will
explore the development of integrated MOPS to
accommodate the synergy, interoperability and
possible integration with other satellite navigation systems such as Galileo.
WG-2C, GPS/Inertial discussions focused on
Cat II/III. Issues included the possible shift in
responsibility from the LAAS Ground Facility
(LGF) to the airframe system integrator, the
touch-down dispersion requirements, quantifying the monitoring capability, algorithms in the
airborne and the impact of ionosphere anomalies on Cat II/III. A complete list of message
entries for the inertial integration with GBAS
will be developed.
WG-4, GPS/LAAS, completed the revised DO253A, LAAS MOPS. The document will be considered for approval at the June 26 PMC meeting. Briefings were received on the FAA LAAS
program, the military JPALS program, the ICAO
Navigation Systems Panel and the Eurocontrol
GBAS ConOps study. WG-4 started groundwork
for Cat II/III LAAS MOPS and ICD. Plenary review
is planned for summer 2008.
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WG-6, GPS/Interference, continues work to
update DO-235A. The group focused on the
technical baseline in areas of GNSS intra-/intersystem RFI impact, receiver model acquisition
thresholds, aggregate ground RFI modeling
(generic enroute case), link margin issues and
draft text review. The document is expected for
September plenary review/approval.
WG-7, GPS/Antennas, reviewed a modified
draft Terms of Reference. Tasks include: maintain DO-301, develop a new MOPS for a single
integrated antenna for a combined GPS L1 and
L5 and/or GPS/Galileo L1 and E5/L5 reception
while keeping options open for L1/L5 only; and
coordinate with all other WGs developing GPS
L1/L5 and GPS/Galileo receiver MOPS.
WG-8, GPS/GRAS, expects completion of the
GRAS MOPS at the September plenary. The
GRAS MOPS will harmonized with the LAAS and
WAAS MOPS.

Co-chair: Christopher Hegarty, MITRE/CAASD
Co-chair: George Ligler, PMEI
Secretary: Young Lee, The MITRE Corporation
Program Director: Harold Moses, RTCA, Inc.

RTCA, Inc. is a private, not-for-profit corporation that develops consensus-based
recommendations regarding communications, navigation, surveillance and
air traffic management (CNS/ATM) system issues. RTCA functions as a federal
advisory committee. Its recommendations are used by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) as the basis for
policy, program and regulatory decisions, and by the private sector as the
basis for development, investment and
other business decisions.
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Corporate
Profile
Rockwell Collins:
Leader In GPS
Technology
Rockwell Collins is the provider of
the next-generation handheld GPS
receiver, known as the Defense
Advanced GPS Receiver (DAGR). To
date, Rockwell Collins has delivered
more than 50,000 DAGRs to the
GPS Joint Program Office.
Rockwell Collins has a long history of providing reliable, accurate
navigation products for precision
guided missile and munitions systems. The latest technology innovations and precision guided munition (PGM) expertise are now being
leveraged into new SAASM and digital GPS anti-jamming solutions.
Rockwell Collins also provides a
global positioning system receiver
for the U.S. Air Force’s Joint Direct
Attack Munition (JDAM) kits. JDAM
is a low-cost guidance kit that
converts existing unitary warheads
into smart bombs
Rockwell Collins’ GPS Embedded
Module V provides state-of-the-art,
secure solutions for the airborne
navigation marketplace. Supporting
both NAVWAR and Global Air Traffic
Management requirements, the GEM
V module is a 12-channel, all-inview, dual frequency, SEM-E GPS
receiver
Also supporting both NAVWAR
and Global Air Traffic Management
requirements, is the Rockwell
Collins Airborne SAASM Receiver
(ASR). The ASR is a 12-channel, all-in-view, dual frequency,
GPS receiver. ASR incorporates
Rockwell Collins’ third generation
of Selective Availability AntiSpoofing Module and is designed in
accordance with the GPS “Receiver
Application Module Guidelines”.
Rockwell Collins’ 17,000
employees in 27 countries deliver
industry-leading communication,
navigation, surveillance, display,
flight control, inflight entertainment, information management,
and maintenance, training and
simulation solutions. Additional
information is available at <www.
rockwellcollins.com>.
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GNSS 2007, continued from page 1
space forces, the new European GNSS Supervisory Authority executive director, the leading GNSS advocate and expert at Germany’s
military university, and the CEO of the company in charge of spacecraft for the mission
that is testing Einstein’s theory of relativity.
Those panelists are, respectively, General
William Shelton, Director Pedro Pedreira,
Professor Günther Hein, and Gravity Probe-B
Program Manager Gaylord Green.
The conference venue is located in downtown Fort Worth, close to the city’s restaurant
and entertainment center, Sundance Square.
The convention center is within walking distance of five official conference hotels. Register by September 3 for the early discount.
Early registration ends September 3. Full
registration includes a number of special
events:
The awards luncheon takes place at noon
on Friday in the convention center ballroom.
It features the Johannes Kepler award for lifetime achievement in satellite navigation and
the $2,500 Bradford W. Parkinson award to
an outstanding graduate student in the field.
Exhibitors sponsor a Wednesday reception
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the exhibit hall,
with hearty hors d’oeuvres, wine, and beer.
This year, the event will celebrate the ION

President, continued from page 2
education and expertise. I attended the IAIN
officers meeting in Geneva and talked with
its president, Dick Smith, to discuss how
the ION might help. The initiative is now
moving forward, and we are gathering more
information through the IAIN’s liaison with
ICG. Watch for more on this initiative in
upcoming newsletters.
So, what does the future hold? We hope
to continue engaging with the international
community and looking for ways to advance
navigation in new and creative ways. This
activity furthers one of the ION strategic
goals for increased public awareness, which
includes an objective to achieve and sustain
an international presence (see Strategic Plan
at <http://www.ion.org/council/policy/stratplan.pdf>).
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Satellite Division’s 20th anniversary. Registered guests, their spouses, and traveling
partners over 21 are all welcome to attend.

Early registration for
ION GNSS 2007 ends
September 3.
Registration also includes a buffet lunch
in the exhibit hall at noon on Wednesday
and Thursday.
Other events include traveling companion
tours to Dallas, Southfork Ranch, Highland
Park, and Grapevine Winery. Costs (not
including lunch) range from $30 to $40.
The Joint Services Data Exchange and
Air Force Research Lab are sponsoring FOUO
(For Official Use Only) sessions covering military modeling and simulation and GPS/INS
integration all day on Tuesday, September 25,
also at the convention center.
The sessions FOUO are limited to registered
ION GNSS attendees who have prior approval
and are U.S. citizens, Department of Defense
personnel, or support contractors whose attendance is related to their position or program.
Conference registration and information is on-line at <http://www.ion.org/
meetings#gnss>. n

Meanwhile, the ION will keep the lines
of communication open by swapping booths
with the ENC in Fort Worth and Toulouse.
I am grateful to the members of the ION,
whose initiative and creativity have made
it the premier institute of navigation in the
world.
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Satnav Time, continued from p. 1
program, a predecessor to GPS. The first two
TIMATION developmental satellites used
high-performance XOs and time-referenced
ranging signals.
By 1974, however, TIMATION 3 (later designated the Navigation Technology Satellite
— NTS-1) was the first satellite to carry onboard rubidium AFSs. These were commercial
units built by Efratom (now Symmetricom)
and modified by NRL for space operation.
NTS-2, which was launched in 1977, was
the first satellite to carry a pair of Cesium AFS
on-board. (See article below, “NTS-2 — The
First GPS Satellite.”) This AFS was specifically
designed for space application and was built
by Frequency and Time Systems (FTS, now
Symmetricom) in collaboration with NRL.
NTS-1 and -2 clearly established the excellent
improvement in frequency stability of AFSs
over XOs and demonstrated the feasibility of
producing AFSs for space applications. Each

AFS in NTS-2 performed well in space for
about 18 months.
Atomic frequency standards (AFS)
offered two distinct advantages over crystal
oscillators. They significantly improved the
predictions of satellite orbit determination
(ephemerides) by providing stable, low noise
signals for ranging. Second, they eventually
enabled satnav system operators to extend
the time required between control segment
updates to orbiting satellites. In short, AFSs
have made satellite navigation a practical
system to operate.
Most AFSs have two elements: 1) a voltage
controlled quartz crystal oscillator that is frequency locked to 2) either a rubidium (Rb)
or cesium (Cs) physics package. Hydrogen
maser technology is also being developed for
use on-board new and modernization global
navigation satellite systems.
Today, AFSs are flying on GPS, GLONASS,
Galileo, and Compass satellites. n

NTS-2 — The First GPS Satellite

Calendar
September 2007
25–28: ION GNSS 2007, Fort
Worth Convention Center, Fort
Worth, Texas
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org
October 2007
14–17: ILA 2007 Convention and
Technical Symposium, ILA 36,
Orlando Florida
Contact: ILA Operation Center
Tel: +1 805-967-8649
Fax: +1 805-967-8471
Web: www.loran.org
30-Nov 1: NAV07 Conference,
Church House, Westminster,
London, U.K.
Contact: Royal Institute of Navigation
Tel: +44-20-7591-3130
Fax: +44-20-7591-3131
Web: www.rin.org.uk
NOVEMBER 2007
26-29: PTTI 2007 39th Annual
Precise Time and Time Interval
(PTTI) Systems and Applications
Meeting, Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Long Beach, California
Contact: Nikki Jordine
Tel: +1 202-767-2595
Web: http://tycho.usno.navy.mil/ptti.html

NTS-2 Spin Test at Vandenberg AFB
June 23 marked the 30th anniversary of the
launch of what can arguably be called the first
Global Positioning System Satellite — the
second spacecraft in the Navigation Technology
Satellite program (NTS-2).
In 1977, nearly eight months before launch
of what is commonly considered the initial
GPS Block I spacecraft, NTS-2 was launched
from Vandenberg Air Force Base on an Atlas
F space booster. It was the first test satellite
to be launched into the preferred GPS orbit,
configured to transmit the complete GPS signal
ION Newsletter

complement, and operate with the GPS Control
Segment that was under development.
NTS-2 was originally intended to be one of
four GPS Block I satellites to provide coverage
at the test range at Yuma Proving Grounds to
demonstrate and validate the performance
that was projected for GPS, subsequently
increased to six satellites. Built by the Naval
Research Laboratory, it included subsystems
provided by Rockwell International under contract to the newly formed NAVSTAR GPS Joint
Program Office.
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January 2008
28–30: ION NTM 2008,
Catamaran Hotel, San Diego,
California
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org
May 2008
05-08: IEEE/ION/PLANS, Hyatt
Regency Monterey Hotel,
Monterey, California
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org
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ION GNSS 2007
September 25–28, 2007 ★ Fort Worth, Texas

Co-sponsored FOUO Sessions by JSDE and AFRL: Sept. 25
Tutorials: Sept. 24–25
Early Registration & Advance Hotel
Reservation Deadline: Sept. 3
Exhibit Space Going Fast!
www.ion.org

The 20th International Technical meeting of the Institute of Navigation Satellite Division
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